A ROUGH GUIDE TO GAGING UP A T-SHIRT!
(do not attempt this while wearing Chanel.)
MATERIALS NEEDED
1. Please use white tees, any style, any neck line, dirty ones with pit stains. You can
even take white tees that you are bored of and turn them inside out and spray
them.
2. Spray Adhesive
3. Cardboard
4. Xacto Knife
5. Spray Paint or Aerosol Fabric Paint. Orange, Pink or Black or all three for
Awesomeness
6. And for even more Awesomeness, Silver Glitter.
7. DOWNLOAD THE ART
a. http://www.stencil1.com/blog/8377/gag-custom-political-stencils.html
b. Alternately you can use stencil letters available from some craft stores if you
want slogans in Spanish.
The Steps:
1. Adhere printed art to poster board and cut out letters with Xacto Knife. Finished art
for the GAG logo should measure 12X12.
2. Place cardboard inside tee shirt to block paint from getting on back of shirt.
3. On a crew neck tee standard letter placement should begin a fist length below the
neckline.
4. Be more creative if you like, but try to keep the impression on the center of the
chest.
5. Lightly spray back of stencil with adhesive spray so that it is slightly tacky. You
don’t have to do this every time, you just want to make sure your stencil is sticky
6. Place stencil on tee and gently press to make sure it has adhered to fabric.
7. Start by lightly spraying stencil, moving your wrist from side to side till the stencil is
covered.

8. Overspray is encouraged as it makes the image more Punk Rock. You do not
have to saturate the t-shirt with paint. If you don’t feel the first application is dark
enough then go over again.
9. Treat the paint as a feather if you treat it like a hammer you will mess up your
stencil and the paint might leak under the spray adhesive.
10. If it suits your fancy then apply silver glitter it should stick to fresh spray paint or buy
spray glitter.
11. Do not remove stencil for apx. 1 minute, remove tee from cardboard and hang tee
to dry for apx. 5 minutes.
12. If you like you can also spray the back of the shirt.
13. Put tee shirt on.
14. Pose For Sexy Picture
15. Do not wash tees before protest as this may fade the colors of the paint.

